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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator configured Data Mover network devices to
transmit frames on all links for redundancy.
Which network configuration was used to accomplish this?
A. RARP
B. Proxy ARP
C. Ethernet channel
D. LACP
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Examine the create table statements for the stores and sales
tables.
SQL&gt; CREATE TABLE stores(store_id NUMBER(4) CONSTRAINT

store_id_pk PRIMARY KEY, store_name VARCHAR2(12), store_address
VARCHAR2(20), start_date DATE);
SQL&gt; CREATE TABLE sales(sales_id NUMBER(4) CONSTRAINT
sales_id_pk PRIMARY KEY, item_id NUMBER(4), quantity
NUMBER(10), sales_date DATE, store_id NUMBER(4), CONSTRAINT
store_id_fk FOREIGN KEY(store_id) REFERENCES stores(store_id));
You executed the following statement:
SQL&gt; DELETE from stores
WHERE store_id=900;
The statement fails due to the integrity constraint error:
ORA-02292: integrity constraint (HR.STORE_ID_FK) violated
Which three options ensure that the statement will execute
successfully? (Choose three.)
A. Use CASCADE keyword with DELETE statement.
B. Create the foreign key in the SALES table on SALES_ID column
with on DELETE CASCADE option.
C. Disable the primary key in the STORES table.
D. Disable the FOREIGN KEY in SALES table and then delete the
rows.
E. DELETE the rows with STORE_ID = 900 from the SALES table and
then delete rows from STORES table.
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are the three types of Milestone Actions that you can
trigger when working with Entitlements? (Select 3)
A. Completion Action
B. Success Action
C. Starting Action
D. Violation Action
E. Warning Action
Answer: B,D,E
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